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Abstract 
Author of the paper deals with a current issue of the Roma and non-Roma pupils' co-existence in the 
school integration and school inclusion in Slovakia. She points out the possibilities of overcoming 
these issues through the Roma literary text and children´s literary character with a social disadvantage 
within the multicultural and emotional education of the pupils in inclusive education of pupils from the 
Roma ethnic group as well. Implementation of multicultural and emotional education might enable all 
pupils to find out the values of both major and minority (Roma ethnic group) society together; and to 
understand mutual differences; and also learn to accept them as a natural part of their lives, which 
cannot occur without the development of positive emotions and feelings in all pupils, i.e. without the 
development of cognitive (IQ) and emotional intelligence (EQ) in all of the pupils.  

Keywords: Children's literary protagonist, social disadvantage, inclusive education, Roma ethnic 
group. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The longstanding historical co-existence of Roma and non-Roma people in Slovakia is accompanied 
still with ongoing ethnical stereotypes and prejudice on both sites, particularly due to the 
misunderstanding of mutual differences, which can be seen also in the educational practice in barriers 
among students coming from the minority Roma ethnic group and students from the major society. 
One of the reasons for the difference of Roma from non-Roma comes from their historical 
development, where we might see the roots of their low social status, persistent still. The Roma 
ethnicity differs from the major society not only biologically and anthropologically, but also by its 
culture (romipen), language, professed norms and values. V. Bačová [1] talks about significant 
difference of Roma from non-Roma, which is in the major society in their fixed prejudice perceived as 
negative difference. Preferring of negative evaluating attitudes from the major society site towards the 
groups of maladjusted members form marginalised Roma communities results nowadays into 
manifestation of discrimination of race intolerance towards the members of concrete ethnic group. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
In the paper we firstly focus our attention on the extra-literary perception of Roma through the 
theoretical model of the evolutionary Roma origin, in order to clarify historic-ethnographical identity of 
the Roma ethnic group members in Slovakia. Subsequently we will deal with the literary perception of 
the Roma in literature for children and youth I Slovakia with a focus on children literary protagonist 
with a social disadvantage coming from the Roma ethnic group. Portrayal of children’s literary 
protagonist with a social disadvantage from the Roma ethnic group will be used within the multicultural 
and emotional education of all students – as Roma as well as non-Roma in the project teaching. We 
believe that the understanding and acceptance of the Roma diversity might be an important outcome 
for overcoming the barriers among the students of Roma and non-Roma origin and for the 
establishment of optimal school climate in the inclusive settings at elementary schools in Slovakia. 

Undoubtedly, the external characteristics of both Roma and non-Roma behaviour are not the same, 
and also the psyche of Roma differs from the non-Roma psyche, it has its specifics and it is all related 
to different genetics of the Roma development [2]. Theoretical model of the evolutionary origin – r-
strategy and K-strategy, which in the professional literature explains existence of live organisms in the 
nature, was firstly applied on the human population by J. P. Rushton [3]. He came to interesting 
conclusion that the most r-selected group are negroids, the most K-selected group are mongoloids, 
and somewhere in the middle there are europoids. According to J. Bakalář [4], researches results 
clearly confirm that the Roma people in the central Europe are the closest to negroid race. Although 
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the Roma people ethnically belong to the europoid race, their evolutionary history has led to selection 
of genes typical for negroids, i.e. r-strategy. A. Fraser [5] states that the Roma people in their original 
homeland in India belonged to the lowest layer, so called untouchables. Where they came, they faced 
everywhere either stronger of weaker aversion, which was mostly a reaction on their asocial 
behaviours. As a social group, they were unsuccessful and only those of them, who were closer to the 
values of major society and were able to assimilate, they have changed their original Roma genepool. 
Various authors have attempted to explain existence and predominance of genes for r-strategy in the 
Roma population, while they based on several hypotheses. For example, according to so called 
climatic theory, J. Balář [4] verifies that the original homeland of Roma people is really India, 
particularly its western, resp. northern-west part, where the human population scored lower on their IQ 
(approx.. 91). Even the genetic researches of I. Bernasovský and J. Bernasovská [6] confirmed that 
the origins of Roma people might be found in the malarial areas of India subcontinent, which excludes 
mountainous area of northern India. Their opinion is shared also by V. Sekyt [7], who, on basis of the 
environment characteristics, verified selection of genes in the Roma population for r-strategy (the 
nature offered enough foods; it was not necessary to spend a lot of own power for living; hot weather, 
humidity, lots of insects and sudden weather changes did not allow to create material goods, because 
everything was subject to rapid disintegration; important was presence, not a future). Using the 
hypothesis of paria-slaves, also I. Hancock [8] states that the Roma people in India belonged to the 
lowest social class, where more than a half of all Roma lived in slavery. H. J. Eysenck [9] thinks that 
particularly the slavery had negative impact on the genepool of enslaved population, because the 
slavers needed well-manipulative slaves, others were liquidated. Another hypothesis of the negative 
selection relates J. Bakalář [4] to the assimilation of Roma people into the major society (so called 
emigration from Roma identity). According to the author, this fact also contributed on the depletion of 
Romany genepool. He completes his opinion with using so called bottle-neck effect, by which he 
explains changes in the Roma population due to aggressive external factors such it was famine, 
natural disasters, or the Roma persecution during the World War II. Although these factors are 
transient, the author proves that by its liquidation character they can cause significant changes in the 
Romany genepool. 

Various views at the evolutionary Roma origin verify that also “a Roma man is principally a man, and 
then he is Slovak Roma, Hungarian Roma, woman, man, etc., and without aesthetical and artistic self-
identification he would not be a man in the true sense.” [10]. Roma identity, so called romipen, is 
according to our opinion [11] reflected in the specific set of values that are universal. The life 
philosophy is freedom, liberty and carefree way of life. Roma people do not understand the timespace 
linearly, they experience intensively only the presence, i.e. they live here and now. They do not 
distinguish their dreams and wishes from reality, and they are not willing to believe in anything what 
did not pass through process of their internalisation, e.g. they do not believe in the harmonic co-
existence of Roma and non-Roma, because they cannot even imagine it. Roma people have tendency 
to idealisation and mythicisation of their past, which is characteristic for all ethnic groups, which are 
emancipating and looking for their roots. An integral part of the Roma identity (romipen) is so called 
čačipen, i.e. Romany truth, low and justice. Roma people recognise generic hierarchy and generic 
traditions, they are tightly attached to the heritage of their ancestors and to descendants, and even the 
number of children determines their prestige in the family. They apply the principle of solidarity in a 
community, “I have today, you will have tomorrow,” and everywhere, even with food, clothes, or 
money. They can share everything. Roma people do not need to reach personal ambitions, cases of 
individual expressions are considered as turning away from romipen. Roma people have a specially 
developed sense for nonverbal communication and their communication process is not done without 
mimics, gesticulations and haptics. In the style of speech occurs explosive temperament and 
emotionality. Their language manifestations indicate various scales of emotions and affectivity. P. 
Říčan [12] came to similar findings, when he observed behaviours of Roma students at school and he 
identified there manifestations of lively temperament, shouting, distractibility, misbehaviour, 
playfulness, noise, defiance, aggression, and lack of interest in school. According to the author, in 
social communication of adult Roma occur similar manifestations, particularly in solving disputes, 
which cannot be without manifestations of lively temperament, noise, bad language with threatening 
gestures, while reconciliation might be very easy and fast. 

Despite the fact that some Roma people in Slovakia has already integrated into the major society, 
there is still a large group of Roma people living on periphery of society in the social exclusion 
(marginalised Roma communities), i.e. in economic, politic, cultural, and environmental exclusion and 
in poverty [13]. Their significant temperamental characteristics is lie and “almost general, principal 
non-compliance of any conventions and promises,” [14] while they have fixed sense of injustice and 
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the universal culprit and enemy is always non-Roma, whit whom and without any barriers come into 
violent confrontations. This group of Roma people in Slovakia lacks sense of responsibility, 
conscientiousness, and care for their physical and psychical health. They deny any kind of health, 
which could interrupt their typical life style, therefore they separate willingly and deny adapting with 
social norms and values of major society in Slovakia. Social maladjustment of these Roma is the 
issue, which negatively extends everyday co-existence of adult Roma and non-Roma people, but also 
the students of Roma and non-Roma origin at school. According to the new school act [15], students 
coming from socially disadvantaged backgrounds (from marginalized Roma communities) due to 
social, economic, cultural and psychical deprivation and language barrier are integrated to the group 
of students with special educational needs. Their education might be implemented also in elementary 
schools in terms of school integration and inclusion, which comes from the equal approach to 
education with taking into account educational needs of students and applying creative-humanistic 
approach in education, where each student is supposed to gain the attributes of prosocial, open and 
communicative personality. 

With the current trend on one hand of social, economic, and cultural globalization of world and on the 
other hand of alienation of a man from a man, comes to forefront the requirement of mutual 
understanding and respect of people from different countries, nations, or ethnic groups, i.e. 
multicultural education. It has interdisciplinary character and relies on knowledge and research form 
various science fields, such as anthropology, ethnography, social communication, ethno-linguistics, 
social demography, cultural history, politics, international law, social psychology, ethno-psychology, 
and sociology, which, to a certain extent, influenced the formation of new science discipline 
multicultural (intercultural) psychology. One of the leading representatives is J. Průcha [16], who 
claims that this comparative science “describes and compares characteristics and process of a human 
psyche according to cultural factors based on a difference of ethnicities, nations, racial, religion, or 
language groups. Psychological examination of cultural factors is focused on the diversity occurring 
among these communities, which is reflected in cognitive processes, in interpersonal behaviors and 
communication, in value orientations, attitudes and prejudice, in educational styles of families, 
schools, etc.” Recognized professionals dealing with formation of modern multicultural society in 
Slovakia include also E. Mistrík [17], who defines multicultural education as “educational influence 
focused on the improvement of understanding of other cultures, on the tolerance development of 
aesthetical taste towards other cultures, and finally on the improvement of interpersonal tolerance.” An 
outcome is considered not only understanding of other cultures, but also their authentic emotional 
experience. It is a process, where a man perceives various world cultures equally, without prejudice 
and he attempts to understand a specificity of a nation or a group in cultural ways of self-expression, 
i.e. I characteristic signs and differences of various cultures. We agree with the author that 
multicultural education is today an important tool for eliminating xenophobia, racism, and avoiding 
ethnical disputes, as its key categories are understanding, cognition, tolerance, respect, openness, but 
also overcoming and elimination of any forms of discrimination, prejudice of a man towards other man, 
group or nation. 

Process of multicultural education, in our opinion, cannot be done without development of positive 
feelings and emotions of a student's personality, i.e. emotional education. We see it as an integral 
part of multiculturalism and development of emotional intelligence in students. A teacher is supposed 
to regulate education process in order to invoke in his students pleasant emotional states and to 
evoke optimal working atmosphere. Also, he can fully use positive emotional situations in students in 
order to eliminate their negative feelings and emotions. Some of the emotional manifestations might 
be observed also externally, it can be seen in the facial expression, in gestures and mimics, in 
changes of breathing and student's behaviours. I. Stuchlíková [18] dealt with observation and 
examination of children with emotional problems and disorders. She states that in the educational 
practice we can meet children, whose response in critical situations is inappropriate, they lack coping 
strategies and resilience [19], they are over-anxious; they indicate school anxiety; they experience 
separation anxiety, when being without parent; they are socially and emotionally immature; they 
dispone with weakened central nervous system; they are more matured cognitively than emotionally, 
or they have hyperkinetic disorder, which is reflected into emotions and affectivity of a child [20]. In this 
regard, the outcome from current so called collective emotional crisis – escalating impulsive, 
aggressive and violent behaviours of young people, racial and national intolerance, delinquency of 
children and youth, but also their loneliness and depressive states – we consider the conception of 
emotional education focused on the development of emotional intelligence in students, which D. 
Goleman [21] elaborated for educational practice. We agree with L. E. Shapiro [22] that if we want to 
change the behaviour of a child, we have to change the way his brain is developing. D. Goleman's 
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program [23] for the emotional intelligence development might be used for the development of 
emotional skills in students in order to stimulate and regulate their behaviour and functioning in 
interpersonal relations not only in childhood, but also in later adulthood. 

In the context of multicultural and emotional education of all students (as Roma as well as non-Roma 
origin) in the primary education at elementary school in inclusive settings in Slovakia, while working 
with children's literary protagonist with a social disadvantage from Roma ethnicity, we will use a motif 
the form of open teaching. It is a modern educational philosophy, where we can see a shift in the 
view on active, constructive process of learning students [24]. We agree with the opinion of J. 
Skalková [25] that in the open teaching is significant change of educational attitude in terms of internal 
(towards a student at school) and external opening (towards external, extra-curricular world), which 
part is a formation of qualitatively new relation among teacher and student. Open teaching principle 
changes a teacher's position in educational process into a manager, who accepts all of the students, 
helps them to develop their personality, creates relations of mutual respect, organizes work of 
students on order to experience more feelings of success than failure, and also he appropriately 
evolves situations, where he teaches his students to take responsibility for own behaviours. With 
mentioned knowledge corresponds an opinion of V. Lechta [26], who claims that within the inclusive 
education, students should not be divided into two groups (those, who have or do not have special 
needs), but they should be one heterogeneous group of students, who have various individual needs 
within the group. 

In next part of the paper we will come from the literary perception of Roma people in the literature 
for children and youth in Slovakia with specific focus on the portrayal of children's literary 
protagonist with social disadvantage of Roma origin, which can be used in terms of inclusive 
education. With using literary-historical research of the artistic portrayal of Roma people in the 
literature for children and youth in Slovakia [27] we have come to a conclusion that the Romany 
protagonists acquire character of specificity and difference from other literary protagonists just by the 
fact that they are Rome, i.e. of another origin and social status, they represent different life style and 
specific value hierarchy. Not only in real, but also in literary world, they keep archetypal characteristics 
of Romany verbal folklore, what we consider as inspirational outcome for Romany otherness 
understanding. Similarly, Romany protagonists like their prototypes usually suffer from hunger, 
poverty, unemployment; they have lot of children, who they cannot feed. They belong to the lower 
social class, and very often they survive only with begging, while the adults force to beg also their 
children. Mostly due to the lack of money and their despair, the Romany protagonists have tendency 
to caginess, rubbing and threatening life of another man (mostly non-Roma). Quite often a Roma 
family leaves to another region to find a job, where they arrive after long and exhausting peregrination. 
Their journey is accompanied only with an imagination of new life, fair, happy, and carefree, which is 
not easily filled. Even in a new region, the Romany protagonists suffer with poverty and despair, until 
they start to work responsibly (mostly it is craft work). They desire the most freedom, liberty and love, 
fun in the nature by a fire with music, dance, good food and delights of love, they like folk-tales from 
life of Roma people, as well as humorous situations (anecdotes and jokes mostly related to non-Roma 
people). As in abundance as well as in a lack, the Romany protagonists are equal to each other, they 
live, rejoice, and cry together within their community. They are obedient only to their chief, who always 
gives right advice and they always can rely on him. Also, children's literary protagonists of Roma origin 
in the genres of literature for children and youth in Slovakia experience like in a real life the same joy 
and worry, pain and sadness, contradiction between good and evil, between “black and white” (Roma 
and non-Roma), between justice and injustice, which is understand by Roma people only unilaterally 
and they explain it by their own. Their life cycle repeats in similar dimensions, without greater or 
unexpected changer. Most often they belong to the lower social class, which is marked by poverty, 
scarcity and everyday acceptance of their difficult fate and “fight” for survival. A children's literary 
protagonist from socially disadvantaged backgrounds of Roma origin very sensitively perceives the 
social differences in an intention of own, minority society, as well as in the co-existence of Roma and 
non-Roma. 

In the paper we will focus our attention on the children's literary protagonist of Roma origin – boy 
called Lavutaris (from Romany – the Violinist) from the D. Hivešová-Šilanová's book [28] Children of 
the Sun. In its artistic portrayal we can find authentic motives of the Roma people origin, their low 
social status, life style, and specifics of their value hierarchy. Lavutaris is young boy – violinist, coming 
from a Roma family, who live a nomadic way of life. Their life is free and beautiful, until the winter 
comes. Lavutaris then experiences very painfully suffering of his close ones – brothers, sisters, and 
horses, who shivers from cold. He sees it as a great injustice. He does not understand why the sun 
does not shine on the Roma people during the winter too, in order to warm themselves up. When they 
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do not have even home and warm, what he finds unfair. And therefore he decides to find the Sun and 
convince him to have compassion with the Roma people and shine on them in the winter too. On his 
journey to the Sun he has to overcome many obstacles. His play on the violin recalls Sun, who 
explains him that the Sun has to shine on all the people equally. The Sun gives Lavutaris and all 
Roma people warm sun, which will warm them even in the coldest winters. Finally Lavutaris comes 
home happily and brings warmth to his family. Authenticity in the artistic portrayal of fates of Romany 
literary protagonists in various areas of life and work, empathetic experiencing of difficult fate of 
children's literary protagonists of Roma origin (boy Lavutaris), offers to a teacher ample opportunities 
not only for intellectual development of students (understanding of multicultural relations and contexts 
on the principle of opinions plurality and tolerance), as well as for their emotional development through 
the experimental models of literary text acquisition, which enable them to accept the story and its 
protagonists in their complexity and uniqueness. The meaning can be found not only in understanding, 
accepting and tolerance of the Roma people's otherness [29], but also in the reinforcement of the 
Roma self-identification with own ethnicity, in searching for a common one, what connects, not divides 
the representatives of Roma and non-Roma population in Slovakia within the cultural habits, traditions 
and way of life typical for both social groups. 

3 RESULTS 
Project teaching in the current elementary school with mixed children's collectives (students of Roma 
and non-Roma origin) is seen as complementary part of the inclusive education of students with 
special educational needs (students from marginalized Roma communities), with which we can much 
effectively deepen and strengthen knowledge and skills of students, particularly when we reinforce it 
with elements from multicultural and emotional education. When implementing the project teaching 
[30] in primary education, we came from the National curriculum for the 1st level of primary school in 
the Slovak Republic ISCED 1 – primary education [31], where the compulsory part of educational 
program became multicultural education as one of seven cross-sectional topics, which overlap all 
educational areas, reflects current issues in society and they are sort of an instruction for their 
prevention and solution. Using of multicultural and emotional education in the project teaching when 
working with selected Romany literary text (D. Hivešová-Šilanová: Children of the Sun) [32] and 
portrayal of children's protagonist of Roma origin with social disadvantage (Lavutaris) in classroom 
collectives with Roma population enable students mutually search the values of both major and 
minority society, understand mutual differences and learn to accept them as a natural part of own life. 

We have tried to demonstrate in own model of project teaching titled Journey to the friend 
Lavutaris, where different activities have complex character and students in their addressing 
implement own knowledge from other subjects in the integration with own experience. An emphasis is 
given on the understanding of Roma otherness and development of senses, perception of own 
feelings, development of phantasy and creativity of the students, on the emotional experiencing of the 
story through portrayal of children's literary protagonists of Roma origin, as well as on the 
development of multicultural and emotional intelligence of students [33]. Project outcome will be jointly 
created children's book in the form of a folder book titled Children of the Sun with illustrations of 
students of Roma origin (aged 9 – 15 years) from Special school in Chminianske Jakubovany in 
Prešov region. Enrichment of the created book Children of the Sun is also its trilingual language 
mutation – in Slovak, English and Roma language, which can contribute to the development of 
language-communicative competence of students in Slovak and foreign (English) language, and thus 
help the students of Roma origin (in Roma language) to overcome the language barrier [34]. 

4 STRUCTURE OF THE PROJECT 
Project title: Journey to the friend Lavutaris… 
Project length: short-term (1 day) 
Project placement: Elementary school Chminianske Jakubovany (Prešov region, Slovak republic) 
Number of participants: 20 students (students of non-Roma origin and Roma origin in school 
inclusion) 
Grade: 4th  
Educational area: language and communication 
Subject: Slovak language and literature (component: reading and literary education) 
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Topic: Children's literary protagonist 
Source text: Daniela Hivešová-Šilanová: Children of the Sun  

(Reader book for the 4th grade of elementary school, 2003) 
Inner-subject relations: language, composition, literature 
Cross-subject relations: occupational education, homeland studies, art education, ethics 
Cross-sectional topic: multicultural education 
Educational goals: 

a) Cognitive: 

Respect natural diversity in the society and otherness of other cultures; understand and accept 
characteristics of the Romany identity and traditions through the children's literary protagonist 
with social disadvantage from Roma ethnicity; characterize literary protagonists, reproduce the 
story, orient in the text, evaluate actions of the main protagonist – Lavutaris; 

b) Psycho-motoric: 

Demonstrate motoric skills (fine and gross motoric skills) and ability to work in a team during 
creative activities (creation of children's book about Lavutaris); 

c) Affective: 

Learn to better understand own classmates, who have different nationality, different skin color, 
profess different values, have different life style, different culture, traditions and habits, or the 
require different needs; accept their otherness and built positive attitudes, feelings and emotions 
towards them; respect their opinions, cooperate with them and in a team work acquire new 
experiences. 

Project outcome: Children of the Sun – book about Lavutaris and his journey to the Sun  

4.1 Project realization 
When implementing project teaching, we proceed according to formerly discussed plan. Students 
collect suitable material, select it, proceed, analyse and complete. In this phase, an important role 
plays teacher, who stays in the position of advisor, he should very sensitively regulate work of 
students, but only if their work is out of his intention or if they will ask him. 

 Motivation and motivational discussion 

Everyone is different, and even though we are all the same… 

The project starts when the entire student (both of Roma and non-Roma origin) sit in a circle on their 
chairs with the teacher. Teacher briefly introduce students topic and goals of project teaching and he 
creates a pleasant working atmosphere with a smile on his face. Then he implement with students 
didactical game: gradually he picks different pairs of students (boy/boy, boy/girl, non-Roma girl/Roma 
girl, non-Roma boy/Roma boy), which are supposed to stand by each other in a circle. Teacher asks 
other students to: 

a) find and define signs and characteristics of pairs of students, who are different (e.g. height, 
length of hair, favourite colours of clothes, …); 

b) define, what the students in a pair have in common (they are children, they have 9 years, they 
are attending 4th grade, they have 1 nose, 2 eyes, 10 fingers, …) 

Generalization: After at least 3 pairs will change, teacher asks the students to say what they learnt in 
this game. Their answer should lead to the motivational activity theme: Everyone is different, and 
even though we are all the same. 

Conclusion: Teacher evaluates answers of the students and together with them completes the 
thought meaningfully with the question: Even that everyone in a pair was different in some way, do 
you think that they could become good friends? Teacher discusses with the students and focuses their 
attention on the project teaching topic: Journey to the friend Lavutaris… 
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 Controlled imagination 

Teacher invites students from the real world for a trip into the folk-tale world, where the children of the 
Sun await them. He asks them to listen carefully to audio-record of the folk-tale, because they could 
find new friend there. Students sit down and listen to the story. After listening to the folk-tale, teacher 
leads the conversation with students with questions such: Did you like the story? What was the name 
of main protagonist? What troubled Lavutaris? To whom Lavutaris was angry? Where lived Lavutaris? 
Where do you live? How Lavutaris felt, when it was cold outside? How would you feel in his position? 
Have you ever shivered from cold? How did you feel at that time? For who felt Lavutaris sorry? What 
did he feel as a curse? Why Lavutaris left to find the Sun? What kind of obstacles he had to overcome 
on his journey to the Sun? Did Lavutaris find the Sun? Did the Sun help Lavutaris and his family? Why 
Lavutaris returned back home happy? What did you like the most/the least in the story? What do you 
admire about Lavutaris the most? Would you like to become friend with Lavutaris? Why so/not? 

 Reflection of feelings 

Teacher praises students. The he asks them: Can you imagine to be friend with Lavutaris? In which 
way would you demonstrate your friendship with him? For his heroic behaviour, would Lavutaris 
deserve any honour? What reward would he deserve? Teacher discusses with students about new 
friend from the story – boy Lavutaris. Continuously he evaluates answers of the students, then he 
focuses their attention on interactive white-board, where there is written project title: Journey to the 
friend Lavutaris… He hints that in this project there are many interesting tasks for them, which they 
have to fulfil on his journey to the new friend Lavutaris, whom they can, similarly as the Sun did, land 
with a present created together. 

 Recording of knowledge 

Teacher builds on previous controlled imagination. Role of the students is to imagine Lavutaris form 
the story Children of the Sun as they remember it from the audio-record, but also based on their own 
phantasy. After a while for rethinking, students present their images. It is a phase of recording of 
knowledge about the main protagonist – Romany boy, Lavutaris, black hair, bronze face, violin, bow, 
poor clothes. Teacher praises all of the students and asks them to write down into their notebooks 
their ideas about Lavutaris. 

 Contextual reflection and mind map 

On an interactive white-board are prepared tasks for students. Simultaneously, students work 
individually with the story text and write down notes into their notebook according to the scheme on 
interactive white-board: 1. Own story title. 2. Lavutaris is … 3. Children of the Sun are … 4. Inanimate 
characters in the story are … 5. Objects from the nature in the story are … 6. Natural phenomena in 
the story are … 7. Lavutaris with his family live … 8. Lavutaris sees as a curse … 9. Lavutaris' feelings 
are … 10. Lavutaris does not think only on himself … 11. Lavutaris decides to find the Sun … 12. The 
Sun answers him that … 13. The Sun land Lavutaris with … This activity is concluded by the reflection 
on what important they learnt, they remembered, etc. while working on the assignments from the story 
about Lavutaris. All of their information are written down into a mind map on interactive white-board. 

 Mapping and categorization of knowledge on the Romany culture – mutual learning 

Students continue in team work with secondary literature, using dictionaries, encyclopaedias; they 
work with available sources from information-communication technologies, using the story text, but 
also own knowledge and experience; they communicate together with each other and with the 
teacher, and they help each other. 

Tasks for the students: 

1. Search for the definition of term Roma. 

2. Search as much as possible on the Romany culture traditions in music, singing, dance, etc. 

Students present their results and confront its accuracy with information on the interactive white-
board. All of the results should be written in notebooks, as well.  

 Romany culture characteristics – work with literary text – mutual learning 

Afterwards the students work with the story text again in groups, they try to penetrate deeper into its 
structure: 
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1 Search for the sentence, with which the grandad characterized Roma people. 

2 Search the examples of Romany culture, language and traditions that occur in the folk-tale. 

After the teacher's instruction, they present results, explain them in their own words, express their own 
opinions and evaluating attitudes. Teacher regulates presentations of the students. On the spare 
board, teacher prepares exposition of different subjects (clothes, Romany flag, Roma music record, 
Roma language dictionary, children's book in Roma language, Roma newspaper …), which are a part 
of the Roma identity. Students look at them, communicate together and with the right categorization 
they define characteristics of the Roma identity and thus prove terminological understanding. Teacher 
evaluates work and knowledge of the students and encourages them for next activities in the project. 

4.2 Product – project outcome 
The project outcome is product – book about the friend Lavutaris and his journey to the Sun. It is a 
creative part of the project, where the students, based on their gained knowledge, literary text 
interpretation and own phantasy, they can present their attitude towards the children's literary 
protagonist with social disadvantage and its otherness through the concrete outcome. 

 Key issue formulation – work with literary text 

Teacher asks students to comment, how the story about Lavutaris impresses them and what kind of 
feelings they had afterwards. Teacher does not evaluate students' answer. He tries to lead them to 
own formulation and understanding of the word injustice and to define, what Lavutaris felt as injustice. 
In the managed discussion, students have an opportunity to react on following questions of the 
teacher, who aims to develop empathetic experience in them: 

How would you explain the word injustice? Have you ever experienced injustice? Have anyone helped 
you at that time? What kind of injustice has Lavutaris experiences? How would you help him? 

Teacher praises any kind of help to Lavutaris from the students. Teacher asks students to tell what 
Lavutaris did in order to protect his brothers and sisters (and horses) from cold and what kind of 
obstacles he had to overcome on his journey. Students evaluate Lavutaris' behaviour as brave and 
heroic, they admire him and express their opinions, whether they would like to have such brave friend. 
Without prejudice, students express their positive feelings and emotions about Lavutaris and together 
they think about, how they could reward his courage and become friends with him. Again, teacher 
asks students to reconsider the question: Could Lavutaris become your friend? 

Students can react on each answer (teacher's as well), discuss about issue, express own opinions 
and experiences, while all of the answer should aim to a definition of selection criteria for their friend 
and if a Roma boy could be their friend as well. 

 Inducing issue solving – work with literary text 

Teacher motivates students to work on the project and inspires them to create a book on the journey 
to the Sun for new friend Lavutaris. The book will consist of text that needs to be filled up according to 
the story line. The text needs to have introduction, plot, escalation and a conclusion. The book will be 
subsequently completed with own illustrations in relation to selected texts. Students will be divided into 
5 groups. Within the groups, students will work together with the story text and select sentences 
according to following scheme: 

1 Write sentences, which start the story about Lavutaris (place and time, where the story unfolds). 

2 Write sentences, which creates the story plot (Lavutaris' decision to find the Sun). 

3 Write sentences, which escalate the story (obstacles on the road to the Sun).  

4 Write sentences, which indicate the story plot solving (Lavutaris' meeting with the Sun). 

5 Write sentence, which conclude the story (Lavutaris' return back home). 
Students work in the groups, if necessary teacher regulates their work. After completing the task, 
students present their sentences according to the scheme on interactive white-board. With the 
teacher' help, they write their sentences into the story text. Teacher praises cooperation of all students 
in working on the assignment. 

 Problem solving 

Task for the students: Create together the book about Lavutaris and his journey to the Sun. 
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Students try to create own book about Lavutaris, so they could understand better the journey that 
Lavutaris has to overcome in the folk-tale. Students can chose, which illustration they will work on 
according to the text scheme. Students can work either individually or in groups (pairs – trios). Then 
the students can think for a while, which material they want to work with, what kind of tools they will 
need. 

 Students' work in the groups and mutual consultations 

Students create working teams at their own discretion. Firstly students consult how they will proceed 
in the book creation, divide the tasks, and drawing/painting of the illustrations according to the 
scheme. Students discuss on their work, about tools and make sure that they understood the 
assignment correctly. They verify the meaning of words related to the topic in dictionary or at internet, 
resp. they consult with the teacher. There is comfortable working atmosphere in the classroom. After 
finishing the task, students make an exhibition of their works created according to the scheme. They 
present their illustration also verbally, in order to finish the meaning of concrete scheme. Students 
arrange illustrations on a table according to the story line in scheme. Teacher praises all the students 
for their work. 

 Product – work division and organisation 

Students create working teams, where they will prepare the book from created illustrations. Firstly they 
need to set up, which of the illustrations they will use for the book cover and which will present the 
story in book. Then the students in three groups prepare tools and start to work on the book title, 
sorting the illustrations, and finally on the book binding. Students prepare the most suitable material 
and tools under the teacher's supervision. Students work responsibly, they are aware of the 
importance of their work. 

In the phase of book completion, students help each other, consult and acquire new work techniques. 
The book creation could screen their manual skills, orientation in professional and artistic text, as well 
as their creativity. If necessary, teacher can help. Teacher praises activity of students after finishing 
the assignment.  

4.3 Project outcome presentation 
Project outcome presentation can have various forms (exhibition, video-record, discussion, internet 
page). It is appropriate to plan the project outcome presentation to all of the parents could attend, so 
they could get a feed-back on the activities of school, classroom and their children. 

 Outcome presentation 

According to the teacher's instructions, students prepare for the project outcome presentation. The 
product can be presented by one member on the behalf of the classroom (propagator) or by a pair of 
classmates, who will share the tasks. During the presentation the propagator introduces collective of 
his classmates (resp. other invited guests, parents), what their working groups created, what the book 
is consisted from, who worked on its creation, how the work went, resp. whom they would like to land 
with the book. 

 Completion of the project's personal data 

In the presentation phase all of the students have an opportunity to express, how they did in different 
project's assignments, what they liked, and what are their feelings and experience. Gradually, they 
individually can write down inspirational information from the presentation of commonly created book 
about Lavutaris into their notebooks, resp. they can complete their notes with common picture with 
new book. 

4.4 Project evaluation 
When evaluating the project teaching, we are talking about the evaluation of whole process – since 
the project planning, its course to project outcomes, and as from the students' as well as from the 
teacher's point of view. The evaluation should rely on the criteria, which were predetermined and a 
future measure for students and teacher should rise from the evaluation. 
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 Final summary – discussion  
In the conclusion the teacher evaluates work of the students, praises the ability to work individually 
and to cooperate in a team. Teacher commends every student for his active approach during project 
assignments and for managing all activities in the project Journey to the friend Lavutaris… Students 
express their attitude towards the project realization, who together with the teacher suggests new 
ideas for improving the work on project assignments. All the participants are rewarded by applause. 
Students together with the teacher can make a common picture of the new book about Lavutaris, 
which can be later but in their classroom newspaper, in order to remind them nice moments with new 
friend Lavutaris lately. 

 Barometer of feelings 

In the fixation part of the project, teacher can use popular barometer of feelings. Each student on the 
scale from 1 to 5 puts the emoji illustration, with which he expresses his evaluating attitude towards 
this unusual whole-day activity according to predetermined scheme and different phases of the project 
realization. 

5 CONCLUSION 
In the modern age of the 21st century we should be sufficiently prepared for a co-existence of different 
nations, nationalities, or ethnic groups. An ability to listen to other people, understand them, respect 
them, be able to live and cooperate with them is designated with the term multicultural competence. Its 
important part is the development of positive feelings and emotions, i.e. emotional education and 
development of emotional intelligence (EQ), because through the self-understanding and self-esteem 
we can contribute to the better understanding of other people. We have a view that the use of 
children's literary protagonist with social disadvantage of Roma origin in the multicultural and 
emotional education of all students – as of Roma as well as of non-Roma origin could be the right way 
towards understanding, accepting and tolerance of the minority Romany culture within the majority 
environment of a school collective, which part are the students of Roma and non-Roma origin as well, 
where any kind of otherness can be accepted.  
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